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[kyusuk1, kyusuk2, kyusuk3], we defined a sensor
network model with moving nodes as in Figure 1.
We also defined a static sensor node as Sink, a
mobile node as Node, and the base station that is the
core network. The node has linear movements in the
network. The base station and sinks are static as
same as Ibriq and Mahgoub's model [11]. Sinks act
as the gateway that link nodes to the base station, and
the base station is a kind of headquarter that manages
entire networks. When a node initially joins the
network, the node connects to a sink in the network
and is authenticated by the sink with help of the base
station. After that the node moves and reconnects to
other sink. In the model, the sink that reauthenticates the node is the neighbor sink of the
sink that previously authenticated the node. The reauthentication processes frequently happen due to
the node continuously moves in the network.
In practical scenarios, re-authentication happens
when a node lost connection to the sink or moved
and connected to other sink. For the former case, the
node can be easily re-authenticated to the same sink
when the connection becomes available again. For
the latter case, the node request the re-authentication
to other sink that is the near to the previously
attached sink.
For such environments several security Issues
raise as followings.
2.1.1. Frequent Re-authentication. Since the sensor
have low powered battery and low-end processor
with short-range wireless communication, the
reducing
communication
and
computational
overheads is important to increasing the lifetime of
the sensor. However, the mobile sensor node may
occur the large overhead for the security computation
due to the frequent requests of node reauthentication. When a node connects to a sink, the
sink has to authenticate the node. When the node
connects to other sink after the movement, the new
sink has to authenticate the node again. If the node
has continuous movement, the authentication process
will also occur repeatedly. It is obvious that the
frequent re-authentication processes are the
significant factors that drain the resources in batterybased sensor nodes.
However, the current authentication and key
distribution protocols are insufficient to be applied in
such environment with lack of consideration of the
node mobility. Using the current protocols such as
[11, 1], the communication overhead for reauthentication is as same as previous authentication.
Such overhead will be the problem in the
environment that the frequent movements of the
large number of nodes are happened. Thus, the less
computational and communication overheads in reauthentication are very urgent requirement for the
node mobility support in the WSN.
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2.1.2. Tracing Node Movements. Considering the
mobility of sensor nodes, the tracking of the node
movement is one of possible attacks. When the
mobile nodes are deployed in battlefields, the
tracking by enemies is significant threats for the
networks. Thus, the authentication and key
agreement protocols should not reveal the node
movement.

2.2 Security Requirements
We defined the security requirements as follows.
We assume that when the node N communicates with
a sink S2 after disconnection to the sink S1, S1 cannot
receive any message between N and S2. S2 is one of
neighbor sinks of S1.
• Re-authentication An authenticated node N and
S2 should be able to identify each other with less
communication and computational overhead
than initial authentication.
• Untraceablity In re-authentication of N, S2 only
knows that N was previously connected to S1,
and never knows the direction of N.
• Confidentiality When N and S1 are operating
initial authentication, nobody can know the
communication packet between N and S1,
between S1 and BS. For re-authentication
between N and S2, nobody except S1 can know
the communication information, while S1 out of
communication range.
• Message Integrity Any malicious adversaries
should not be able to forge the communication
packet.
• Key Freshness N and S should be able to verify
that the key is generated during the current
session.
• Node/Sink Resiliency Even N, S1 or S2 are
compromised by a malicious adversary, they
should not be able to affect to the entire
network.
‘Confidentiality’, ‘message Integrity’, and ‘key
freshness’ are important requirements against the
replay attack or man-in-the-middle attack.
‘Node/Sink resiliency’ is practical threat that the
sensor nodes are generally deployed in the
environment out of administration.

3. Efficient Sensor Authentication
Protocol for Dynamic Environments
3.1. Overview of Our Model
We briefly describe our proposed protocol.
Assume that there are a base station BS, a sink S1, a
neighbor sink S2, and a mobile node N in the
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network. S1 periodically broadcasts HELLO in Phase
0. When S2 receives HELLO, S2 initiates the
3.1.1.
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v0 = MAC K (S1 || HELLO || u0 ) ,
S
1

where TS0 is time stamp.

u0 and v0 are included in the HELLO message. Then
S1 broadcasts u0 and v0 as follows:
S1 → Broadcast : S1 || HELLO || u0 || v0
Phase 0 is the periodical common procedure. When a
sink receives HELLO, the sink initiates Phase 1 or
Phase 2. When a node receives HELLO, the node
initiates Phase 3 or Phase 4.
3.2.2. Pre-Phase 1: Setting up Neighbor Sink
Relationship. Assume another sink S2 receives
HELLO message. S2 checks the sender of HELLO
whether S1 is known or not. If S2 already knows S1,
S2 discards the message. Otherwise, S2 requests the
setting up the neighbor relationship as follows:
1.

randomly

S2

selects

R1

and

generates

u1 = E K {R1 || u0 } , v1 = MAC IK (S2 || BS || S1 || u1 || v0 ) .
S
S
2

1. S1 randomly selects nonce ASEEDS and R1. Then
1

generates

S1

u1 = E K

S1S2

and

{ASEEDS || R1}
1

v1 = MAC IK (S1 || S2 || u1) .
SS
1 2

S1 → S2 : S1 || S2 || u1 || v1
2. After verifying v1, S2 decrypts u1, and retrieves
ASEEDS
and
R 1.
Then
S2
generates
1

AK S = KDF(0 || ASEEDS )
1

1

and AIK S = KDF(1|| ASEEDS ) .
1

1

S2 also generates v2 = MAC AIK (S2 || S1 || ACK || R1) using
S1

AIK S

1

.

S2 → S1 : S2 || S1 || ACK || v2
3. S1 verifies v2.
After the Phase 2 is completed, sinks share their
neighbor sink's authentication keys.

2

S2 → BS : S2 || BS || S1 || u1 || v1 || v0
2. After verifying v1, BS decrypts u1 and retrieves R1
and v0. Then, BS verifies v0 and decrypts v0. Finally,
BS retrieves R0 and TS0. BS generates and sends u4,
and
v3
to
S2
where, u3 = E K {R1} ,
v 4,

3.2.4. Phase 3: Initial Node Authentication. When
N receives HELLO that S1 broadcasts in Phase 0 and
is not yet authenticated by any sink, N proceeds
followings.

S1

v3 = MAC IK (BS || S1 || u3 )
S1

,

and

u4 = E K {R1 || u3}
2

v4 = MAC IK (BS || S2 || R1 || u4 || v3 ) .
2

1. Node N randomly selects R1 and generates
u1 = E K {R1 || u0 || v0 } and v1 = MAC IK (N1 || S1 || u1) .
N

N

N → S1 : N || S1 || u1 || v1

BS → S2 : BS || S2 || S1 || u4 || v4 || v3
3. After verifying v4, S2 decrypts u4, and retrieves R1
and u3. S2 generates K S S = KDF(0 || R0 || R1) and

2. S1 generates v2 = MAC IK (S1 || BS || N || u1 || v1) .
S1

S1 → BS:S1 || BS || N || u1 || v1 || v2

1 2

IK S S = KDF(1|| R0 || R1)
1 2

with R0 and R1.

encryption key and IK S S

1 2

S1

and

S 2.

v5 = MAC IK (S2 || S1 || R0 || R1)
SS
1 2

KS S

1 2

is

is integrity key between
Then
S2
generates
and sends u3, v3, and v5

to S1.

S1 generates v6 = MAC IK

1 2

S1S2

(S1 || S2 || ACK || R0 || R1)

and sends v6 with ACK to S2.
S1 → S2 : S1 || S2 || ACK || v6

u4 = E K {R1 || u3 || v3}
S1

and

BS → S1 : BS || S1 || N || u4 || v4
4. After verifying v4, S1 decrypts u4, and retrieves R1,
u3 and v3. Then S1 generates NK N = KDF(R0 || R1) . S1
generates
and
t = E AK {TS || R1 || NK N }
w = MAC AIK (N || t)

1 2

1 2

,

S1

5. S2 verifies v6 and shares pairwise keys K S S and
IK S S

N

v3 = MAC IK (BS || N || S1 || u3 )
N
1

4. After verifying v3, S1 decrypts u3 and retrieves R1.
S1 also generates K S S and IK S S . Then S1 verifies
v 5.

verifying v2 and v1, BS decrypts u1, and
R0, u0 and v0. After verifying v0, BS
u0, and retrieves R0 and TS. BS checks the
of TS and generates u3 = E K {R0} ,

v4 = MAC IK (BS || S1 || N || R0 || u4 ) .
S

S2 → S1 : S2 || S1 || u3 || v3 || v5
1 2

3. After
retrieves
decrypts
validity

.

3.2.3. Phase 2: Neighbor Group Authentication
Key Share. Phase 2 can be operated solely or after
Phase 1 is completed. In Phase 2, S1 initiates
following procedures.

S1

u5 = E NK {TS || t || w}
N

.

Next,

S1

also

generates

and v5 = MAC NIK (S1 || N || R0 || u5 ) .
N

S1 → N : S1 || N || u3 || v3 || u5 || v5
5. After verifying v3, N decrypts u3 and retrieves R0.
Then N also generates NKN and verifies v5. N
decrypts u5 and retrieves TS, t and w. N generates
v6 = MAC NK (N || S1 || ACK || R0 || R1) .
N

N → S1 : N || S1 || ACK || v6
6. S1 verifies v6.
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derivation function such as the hash function. S1
generates u2 = enc pk2 {S1 || S2 || R2 || h( K S1S2 || R2 )} and

3.2.5. Phase 4: Node Re-authentication. When N
receives HELLO that S2 broadcasts in Phase 0 and is
previously authenticated by a sink, N proceeds
followings.

sends u2 to S2 as follows.
S1 → S 2 : S1 || S 2 || u2

1. N generates v1 = MAC NIK (N || S2 || t || w || v0 ) .

Broadcast HELLO with pk1, certS1,

N

N → S2 : N || S2 || t || w || v1

S2||S1||u1

Sink 1

2. S2 verifies w and decrypts t. S2 retrieves R1, NKN
and TS. Using NKN, S2 verifies v1. Then S2 generates
NK ′ = KDF(R1 || R0 ) , also generates t ′ = E AK {R1 || NK N
′ }
S2

Sink 2
S1||S2||u2
S2||S1||ACK||v3

Figure 5: Pre-phase 1: Neighbor Sink List Set Up
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PKI-deployed protocol has a slightly different
process from symmetric key based protocol. It uses
Neighbor Sink List, introduced in section 3.1.2.
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Sink 4
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pk_s3
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message from the sinks in the NSL, ignore this
phase. Figure 5 shows a simplified activity diagram
FIGUREof8 this phase.
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generates v0 = signsk1 (h( HELLO || TS )) , where HELLO is
Sink 1
Sink 5
a generic “HELLO” message and TS is the time
stamp. S1 broadcasts v0 with HELLO, TS, pk1, and
certS . Because only pk1 and certS are required for
1
1
pre-phase1, any nodes that already know pk1 and
certS will ignore this phase when they receive the
1
HELLO message.
3.3.2. Pre-Phase 1: Neighbor Sink List Set Up.
When a sink S2 receives the “HELLO” message of S1
that has no previous relationship with S2, S2 operates
as follows:
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in their
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8
12 2 in their Neighbor Sink Lists
Sink 1 and Sink 5 find the neighbor sink Sink

3.3.3. Pre-phase 2: Initial Mobile Node
Authentication. When a mobile sensor node that is
only capable of symmetric key computation is
joining the network for the first time, pre-phase 2 is
operated as follows:
12

a.

After verifying certS1 using pkBS, S2 verifies v0
using pk1. Then, S2 randomly selects R1,
generates u1 = enc pk1{S2 || S1 || R1 || h( R1 )} , and returns
u1 to S1 as follows.
S2 → S1 : S 2 || S1 || u1

b.

S1 also verifies pk2 and retrieves R1 after
decryption of u1 . S1 then randomly selects R2
and generates K S1S2 = KDF ( R1 || R2 ) . KDF is a key

Copyright © 2012, Infonomics Society

a.

When a node N receives v0 from S1, N randomly
selects R1 and generates u1 = eCK {R1 || v0} ,
N , BS

v1 = MACIK

N , BS

( N || S1 || u1 ) ,

where

CK N ,BS

and

are the shared cipher key and integrity
key, respectively, between N and BS, and sends
u1 and v1 to S1 as follows.
IK N ,BS

N → S1 : N || S1 || u1 || v1
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b.

After receiving u1 and v1, S1 randomly selects
R2, and generates u2 = eCK {u1 || R2} and
S , BS

Figure 9 shows the simplified activity diagram of
this phase.

1

v2 = MACIK

S1 , BS

(S1 || BS

|| N || u2 || v1 ) ,

where CK S1,BS

and IK S1,BS are shared the cipher key and
integrity key, respectively, between S1 and BS .
Then, S1 sends u2, v1 and v2 to BS as follows.

3.3.4. Reconnecting Mobile Node Authentication.
When an authenticated node N moves and reconnects
to another sink S2, N and S2 proceed as follows.
Assume N receives v0 from S2.
a.

S1 → BS : S1 || BS || N || u2 || v1 || v2

N

randomly

u1 = eCK

N ,S1

selects

R 1,

{R1 || v0 } and v1 = MACIK

and
N ,S1

generates
.

( N || S 2 || t1 || v0 )

N then sends NSLS1 , u1, and v1 to S2 as follows.
0.Broadcast HELLO with pk1, certS1,

1. N||S1||u1||v1

N → S2 : N || S2 || NSLS || u1 || v1

2. S1||BS||N||u2||v1||v2

Node

1

3. BS||S1||u4||v4

Sink 1

4. S1||N||u3||v3||u5||v5

Base
Station

b.

5. N||S1||ACK||v6

Node

neighbor sink of S2 with the public key pk S1 . If

After receiving u2, v1 and v2, BS verifies v2 and

S1 is a neighbor sink of S2, S2 generates
and
u2 = eCK {N || R2 || u1 || v1}
S ,S

Figure
7: Pre-Phase 2: Initial
FIGURE 9
Authentication
Pre-Phase 2: Initial Mobile Node Authentication

c.

S2 verifies NSLS1 and checks whether S1 is a

Mobile

1 2

( S2 || S1 || u2 ) ,

Pre-Phase
2: Initial Mobile
Node
Authentication
then
retrieves R2 and verifies v1.
decrypts
u2. BS
When aBS
mobile
sensor
node that isRonly
capable of symmetric key computaalso
retrieves
1, TS and v0, and verifies v0
tion is firstly joining the network, pre-phase 2 is operated as follows:

v2 = MACIK

1. Whenua =
node
randomly selects
R1 and gener- ,
eCKN receives
{R2} , v0 from Sv1 ,3 N= MAC
3
IK N ,BS ( BS || N || S1 || u3 )
,BS
ates u1 = eNCK
{R1 ||v0 }, v1 = M ACIKN,BS
(N ||S1 ||u1 ), where
N,BS
CK
are shared cipherand
key and integrity
between
u4N,BS
= eCKand IK
{RN,BS
v4 =key
MAC
1 || u3 || v3 }
IK S , BS
, BS
1
N and BS,S1and
sends u1 and v1 to S1 as follows.

v2 to S1 as follows.

( BS || S1 || N || R2 || u4 ) ,
N

1 2

c.

S1

then

generates

S1 : BS||S1 ||u4 ||v4

u5 = eCK

decrypt u5. After decrypting u5, N obtains NSLS1
.
N
then
generates
v6 = MACIK ( N | S1 || ACK || R2 || R1 ) and sends ACK
N ,S
1

N → S1 : N || S1 || ACK || v6

After S1 verifies v6, S1 authenticates N.
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1

1

and

{R1 || u3 || v3}

S1 , S2

v4 = MACIK

S1,S2

(S1 || S2 || N || u4 || R2 ) , and sends u4

and v4 to S2.
S1 → S 2 : S1 || S 2 || u4 || v4

d.

S2 verifies v4 and decrypts u4. S2 then retrieves
R2, u3 and v3. S2 derives a new session key
K N ,S = KDF ( R1 || R2 ) , and also derives CK N ,S and
2
2
IK N ,S

After verifying v3, N decrypts u3 and retrieves
R2. N derives K N ,S1 using R2. N can verify v5 and

and v6 to S1 as follows.

After verifying v2, S1 decrypts u 2 , and retrieves
N, R2, u1, and v1. S1 then finds CK N ,S1 and IK N ,S1

u4 = eCK

S1 → N :13S1 || N || u3 || v3 || u5 || v5

f.

1 2

N ,S1

and
. S then
{NSLSv4} and
v5 =uMAC
( S1 || N R|| 1R, 1u||3uand
4. S1 verifies
decrypts
4 . After
IK N ,retrieving
5 ) v3 ,1S1 de1
S1
rives KN,S1 = KDF (R1 ||R2 ) that will be the shared session key beu5,N,S
and
v5IK
toN,SN1 as
sends
u3, Nv3. , CK
and
are follows.
cipher key and integrity
tween
S1 and
1

e.

and

to verify v1 and decrypt u1. S1 generates
v3 = MACIK (S2 || R1 || u3 ) ,
u3 = eCK {R2 },
N ,S
N ,S

3. After receiving u2 , v1 and v2 , BS verifies v2 and decrypts u2 . BS then
retrieves
R2 and
v1 . BS
also retrieves
T S and v0 , and
and
will be
theverifies
shared
session
keyR1 ,between
S1 verifies v0 checking if T S is valid. BS then generates u3 = eCKN,BS {R2 },
N.
CK N ,S and IK N ,S are the cipher key and
v3 = M ACIK
1 N,BS (BS||N ||S11 ||u3 ), u4 = eCKS ,BS {R1 ||u3 ||v3 }
1
and
v4 = M AC
(BS||S1 ||N ||R2 ||u
u4 and
IKS1 ,BS
4 ), and sends
integrity
key,
respectively,
derived
from
K Nv4,S
1
to S1 as follows.
BS

1 2

S2 → S1 : S 2 || S1 || u2 || v2

: S1decrypts
||BS||N ||u2 ||v
S1 v4BS
and
u14||v
. 2After retrieving
S1 verifies
R1, u3 and v3, S1 derives K N ,S1 = KDF ( R1 || R2 ) that

individually.

CK S ,S

and sends u4 and v4 to S1 as

S1 : N ||S1 ||u1 ||v1

2. After receiving u1 and v1 , S1 randomly selects R2 , and generates u2 =
eCKS1 ,BS {u1 ||R2 } and v2 = M ACIKS1 ,BS (S1 ||BS ||N ||u2 ||v1 ), where
S1 : BS
|| S1key
|| u4and
|| v4integrity key beCKS1 ,BS and IKS1 ,BS BS
are →
shared
cipher
tween S1 and BS. Then S1 sends u2 , v1 and v2 to BS as follows.

d.

where

IK S ,S are derived from K S ,S , and sends u2 and

checking if the TS is valid. BS then generates

follows.

S1 ,S2

individually. S2 generates

2

and

{NSLS }
2

R1 || R2 ) .

v5 = MACIK

N , S2

u5 = eCK

( S2 || N || u3 || u5 ||

N , S2

v3 ||

S2 then sends u3, v3, and v5 to N.
S 2 → N : S 2 || N || u3 || v3 || v5

e.

N verifies v3 and decrypts. N generates K N ,S2
and verifies v5 using IK N ,S2 . N then generates
v6 = MACIK

N , S2

( N || S2 || ACK || R2 || R1 ) and sends ACK

and v6 to S2 as follows.
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N → S 2 : N || S 2 || ACK || v6

In real environments, sensor nodes may be
irregularly distributed. When N requests the
connection to S5, S5 may not be able to authenticate
N properly because S5 may not be a neighboring sink
of S1. In this case, S5 can authenticates N via S2
modifying step 2 as follows.
a.

S5 checks whether S1 is a neighbor of S5. If S1 is
not a neighbor of S5, S5 finds a common
neighboring sink from NSLS1 and NSLS5 . When
S5 has a common neighbor sink S2 with S1 as in
Figure 8, S5 randomly selects R2 and generates
and
u2 = eCK {N || R2 || NSLS || u1 || v1}
S ,S
1
2 5

v2 = MACIK

S2 ,S5

(S5 || S2 || u2 ) . S2 then sends u2 and v2

to S2.
S5 → S 2 : S5 || S 2 || u2 || v2

b.

S2 verifies v2 and decrypts u2. S2 then verify
NSLS and checks whether S1 is a neighbor
1
sink of S2. If S1 is a neighbor sink of S2, S2
and
generates
u3 = eCK {N || R2 || u1 || v1}
S ,S
1 2

v3 = MACIK

S1 ,S2

( S 2 || S1 || u3 )

, and sends u3 and v3

to S1 as follows.
S 2 → S1 : S 2 || S1 || u3 || v3

Also, step 4 is modified such that S1 sends the
authenticating information to S5 via S2. We omit the
details of the modified step, since the procedure is
similar to the step a and b.

3.4. How to Reduce Overhead in Initial
Authentication
While our protocols in [7, 8] could reduce overhead
in re-authentication, they still have the same
computation and communication overheads for
initial authentication.
In order to reduce overhead of sensor nodes during
initial
authentication,
we
also
proposed
authentication protocol for 3G-WSN integrated
networks [9]. The main idea is that the application of
mobile sensor nodes such as RF4CE [19] will follow
integration of multiple networks. Thus the use of the
overwhelming capabilities of 3G networks (or 4G
eventually) could reduce the use of communication
within WSN for establishing secure channel.

3.5. Analysis of Protocols
Detailed analyses of protocols are shown in [7, 8].
We do not show the detail in this paper.
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4. Related Work
In this section, we briefly review well-known key
agreement protocols designed for the sensor
networks. As a commercial solution, Zigbee [3]
specifies the key agreement architecture by key predistribution. In their architecture, each node preinstalls its unique keys that are shared with other
entities and the network key that is shared with the
entire network by the manufacturer. In order to
support mobility of a node using a unique key, each
node must contain as many keys as the number of
nodes. Thus, most studies on authenticated key
agreements attempt to increase the efficiency.

4.1 Authenticated Key Agreement Protocols
for Static Sensor Networks
Most previous key agreement protocols were
based on the symmetric key cryptosystem.
Eschenauer and Gligor proposed the pairwise key
agreement protocols based on the random key predistribution [5] that enabled the sharing of pairwise
keys from the pre-distributed key pool. In their
protocol, each node stores m number of keys
selected from a key pool in the initial stage. After the
nodes are deployed, each node shares the key
information with its neighboring nodes. When the
shared keys are found, the node establishes secure
links between the sinks that share the keys. After a
link is established, both nodes generate a pairwise
key for secure communication. However, the
network establishment has a probability of failure
that is increased in the case of irregular deployment
of sensor nodes or unpredictable interruptions.
Zhu et al. [18] introduced the group-key-based
key agreement model that minimized threats of
compromised nodes. Every node has a unique key,
pairwise keys with neighboring nodes, a cluster key
shared with all neighboring nodes, and a global key
shared with the entire network. However, they
assumed that the networks are static.
Abraham and Ramanatha [1] proposed an
authentication and initial shared key establishment
model in hierarchical clustered networks. Ibriq and
Mahgoub [11] proposed an efficient model that
deployed a “partial key escrow table” for sinks.
Using the key escrow table, a sink can self-generate
a shared key for the attached nodes. However, all
sinks have to maintain the information of every node
in the table to support node mobility.

4.2 Authenticated Key Agreement Protocols
For Dynamic WSN
4.2.1 Distributed Authentication Model. Fantacci
et al. [8] proposed the distributed node authentication
model that does not require the base station to act as
the centralized authenticator (CA), as shown in
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Figure 2. In their model, every node shares partial
authentication information of other nodes based on
the secret sharing scheme [16]. A node sends an
authentication request to another node; e.g., the node
N2 is the authenticator and other nodes such as N5
and N6 are distributed authentication servers. The
overhead on all nodes in this model is large due to
their involvement in the authentication process.
Since each node has to participate in the
authentication procedures as an authenticator or as an
authentication server, the computational and
communication overhead would significantly
increase as a result of frequent authentication
requests. Once a node N1 is authenticated by N2, as
shown in Figure 7 (a), N1 sends authentication
requests to N7, as shown in Figure 7 (b). In the
figure, N3, N4, N5, and N6 are involved in both
authentication processes as authentication servers.
Distributed Authentication Servers

N1

Distributed Authentication Servers

N3

Supplicant Authenticator

N3

N2

N2
N4

N5

N6

N7

N7

N1

N4

N5

N6

N1

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Fantacci’s Distributed Node Authentication
Model2 (a) Initial authentication by N 2 (b) N1
FIGURE
Fantacci’s Distributed Node Authentication Model (a) Initial authentication by N2 (b)
reauthenticated by 7
N1 reauthenticated by N7

N

4.2.2 PKI-based Model. Although PKI brings
However,
model
brings the large
overhead services,
on each node due
to thestudies
instrong this
and
advanced
security
most
volvement in the authentication process. Since the node has to participate in
focused on the symmetric key cryptosystem-based
the authentication procedures as authenticator or an authentication server, the
approach,anddue
to theoverhead
insufficient
computational
computational
communication
can be significantly
increased
with
frequent authentication
a node N1nodes.
is authenticated
by
resources
for PKIrequests.
of theOncesensor
However,
2 (a), that
N1 requests
the reauthentication
N7 as in Figure
2
N
2 as in Figure
many
efforts
enable
PKI for tosensor
networks
(b). In the figure, N3 , N4 , N5 , and N6 are involved in both authentication
such as
TinyPK servers.
[17] and TinyECC [15] are often
processes
as authentication

proposed.

PKI based Model
Although Public key infrastructure (PKI) brings the strong and advanced
seS3
curity services, CAmost studies focused on the symmetric key crypto-system
S4
S1
based approach due to 1.the
insufficient computational resources
for PKI of the
Implicit Certificate
1. Implicit Certificate
Generation Process
Generation
Process
sensor
nodes.
However,
many efforts that enables
PKI for sensorS2 networks
Key Eatablishment
such as TinyPK [19] and TinyECC [17] are continuously proposed.
Key Eatablishment
N
Node
Huang
et2. Key
al.Establishment
proposedSinkself-organizing algorithm by using Elliptic
Curve
N
Cryptography (ECC) [12]. Huang’s model has two phases; Implicit certificate generation process
and Hybrid key establishment process. Once
the cer(a)
(b)
tificates are issued to nodes, nodes can self establish the pairwise key with
Figure 6:
Simplified
the processes
exchanging
the(a)
certificates
with any representation
sinks. Brief processes of
are shown
in Figof 3 (a).
Huang’s
Key et al.
Agreement
Model
(b) could
Applying
ure
Although Huang
did not address that
their protocol
be

in Figure 9 (a). Although Huang et al. did not state
that their protocol could be applicable to dynamic
WSN, their protocol can support node reauthentication. After the certificate is issued to the
node N, N is authenticated by a sink S1. When N
moves and requests the re-authentication to another
sink S2, S2 can easily authenticate N again as shown
in Figure 9 (b).
However, their model has two critical problems: (1)
all sensor nodes must contact the CA to obtain their
certificates. (2) Direct contact is required between
each sensor node (including mobile sensor node) and
the CA, which is not considered practical for largescale networks. If an implicit certificate is preinstalled to every sink, the advantage of the protocol
may be significantly reduced. The other is that every
node has to be capable of ECC computation. Even
though PKI-based applications for sensor networks
will be available in the near future with efficient
implementations, the public key-based security
architecture
still
requires
more
advanced
computational power and resources. A sensor node
that is only capable of a lightweight cryptosystem
such as AES or SHA-1 may not be able to connect to
such networks.

5. Conclusion
While most current security protocols are designed
for the static sensor networks and has several
problems that applying such models in dynamic
environment may occur significantly large resource
drain.
In this paper, we introduced our efficient model for
authenticated key agreement in dynamic WSN and
showed several protocols we proposed in [7, 8]. We
showed symmetric key based protocol and hybrid
protocol that combines symmetric key base model
with PKI based model.
Our protocols enable the reduced authentication
process for the mobile node and can be used in
various application of WSN.
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